Brainstorm a list of things that you do during the summer season and compare it with the things you do during the fall season.

Write your version of the story to include things you see in your neighborhood.

Have a snack that includes a seasonal fruit or vegetable.

Create a seasonal bucket list. Write all the things you want to do this fall.

Go on a fall walk. Look for the changes that remind you that fall is on its way. Are the leaves changing? Is it getting cooler?

Remember the fun times of summer all year long by creating a memento of your summer. Maybe that's a photo album, a drawing or even a video.
Go On a Nature Scavenger Hunt

Supplies:
Paper bag or something to hold your found treasure
A list of items to find

The best way to enjoy the changing of the seasons is with a walk. Take a stroll and look at the beauty around you. You can collect little treasures to remind yourself of the season.

The steps for this activity are simple:
Step 1: Go for a walk. Pay attention to the world around you. Look for bits of things that remind you of fall.

Step 2: Use the list next to this sheet or create your own treasures to hunt for.

Step 3: Take a picture of your treasures and send it to kidsdesk@billingsmt.gov or share on social media with #BPLstorytrailcraft
- Flower
- Pinecone
- Something Red
- Leaf
- Stick
- Something Yellow
- Rock
- Acorn/Seed
- Something Green